
on four paws

Product name: 
Product description: 

Parts No.: 
Mounting: 
Usability: 

Type and design: 
Load capacity: 

Dimensions: 

DOGWALK3 / DOGWALK3 XL
dog ramp
14000860 / XL = 14000870
position at the load area of the car with open tailgate
entry and exit ramp for dogs
aluminium telescopic ramp with non-skid surface 
max. 85 kg on four paws
width 41 cm, length from 83 to 193 cm, telescopic
XL = width 41 cm, length from 73 to 163 cm, telescopic

Please read these instructions carefully and keep them in a safe place at home. 
Before each use, ensure safe positioning of your dog entry ramp!
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1. telescopic ramp

2. strap
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General notes
Always position ramp properly, take care that it does not move. The contact surface must be free of dust and dirt. The posi-
tioning points are equipped with foam pads at the top to prevent scratching and with rubber feet at the bottom to prevent 
shifting. If you wish to protect other parts such as e.g. the bumper, it is recommendable to use an additional non-skidding 
base (for example ROLLMAT, BUMPPROTECT or STARLINER by Kleinmetall).
After telescoping the ramp, make sure that the securing strap is properly tied up.

Instructions of care
Clean with soft detergents e.g. soap lye and water. For better functio-
nality it is advisable to spray the gliding parts with universal oil (e.g. 
Balistol, WD40, etc.) from time to time, but especially after a wash.
Regularly check the ramp for damages and if necessary, rectify the da-
mage or replace the ramp. 
Check the lower rubber feet for proper condition before each use. 
The ramp must not be used if the feet are missing or impaired in their 
function.

• It may only be used for dogs and other pets having a 
maximum weight of 85 kg on four paws.

! Attention: do not use as loading ramp for
 humans or any other loads.

Security Notes

• The difference in height bridged must not  
exceed 70 cm (XL = 78 cm)

• Do not use on loose surfaces (sand, gravel, etc.)

• Never use it the other way round (top and bottom reversed)

• Attention – risk of injury if handled incorrectly:
 Only grasp on the aluminium side rails or the upper crossbar (resting on pads)

Ramp and pet
As a pet is not used to walk over a ramp, it might be 
necessary to make it familiar with the ramp. There-
fore, train your pet to use the ramp several times. 
Support your pet until it feels safe. Secure the pet 
with a lead or harness during training. Never force 
the pet to walk over the ramp.
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